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I. Overview (Executive Summary)
For our autonomous vehicle, our car was designed so that it operated simply yet
efficiently. We had to design, build and test speed control circuits, track sensing circuits, and a
steering control with the implementation of edge detection cameras. When programming
concepts, such as Proportional and Derivative control, we worked on making performance
variables easily tunable when testing our car on the track. We chose a simpler design because we
wanted to make modifications and debugging easier.
These were our primary emphases, but not restricted nor limited to these contributions.
We all contributed in hardware, testing, troubleshooting, motor control design, report writeups,
designing the car, and the first quarter labs.
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Camera  Edge Detection (Elizabeth Ear)
For edge detection we interfaced to two linescan cameras using PIT and ADC interrupts.
Because the processor only allows for 1 ADC conversion at a time, we stored data in two sets of
pingpong buffers and investigated track detection for an Edge Lane track. To fill the buffers
with data from camera 1 and camera 2, we alternate and fill both up at the same time. So, we
collect a value from camera 1, and put it in ping 1, and then we collect another value, and place it
in ping 2, and so on. The SI is set high and then the ADC conversion CLK runs for 256 cycles,
so that it can fill both ping 1 and ping 2. After 256, SI is set to high once again.
As for the hardware, we used the J3 header on the TFC shield board to interface a second
linescan camera to the Freedom microcontroller board. From the TFC shield schematics, the
KL25Z signals connected to the J3 header are as follows:
AO:

PTD6 (ADC0_SE7b)

SI

PTD7

CLK

PTE1

The same processor signals (PTD7 and PTE1) were used for the SI and CLK signals for
both of the linescan cameras. Since both cameras have identical SI and CLK signals, the cameras
will always have the same integration time. We used the KL25Z’s onchip ADC to do the A/D
conversions for the two linescan cameras. The advantage of using two A/D converters on our
microcontroller is that it processes faster and will most likely make our car more accurate and
faster. This improves the interface of the two linescan cameras because we decided to use two

ping pong buffers. Since we utilized two pingpong buffers (one for each camera) we needed a
way to fill up the buffers just as fast or even faster. In order to do so, we use two A/D converters
so that the buffers are able to convert and fill up simultaneously.
All of the A/D conversions for the camera pixel data were done using interrupts. We
obtained 128byte line of pixel data from each linescan camera for each PIT interrupt. Therefore,
there was 256 ADC interrupts per PIT interrupt. The PIT interrupt handler started the first A/D
conversion and then we used the A/D interrupt handler to start each successive A/D conversion
until all 256 A/D conversions have been done. We used pingpong buffering for both cameras,
where each camera has its own set of pingpong buffers in program memory (Ping, Ping_2, Pong
and Pong_2).
After we used a GPIO output to measure the time to clock out the 128bytes of pixel data
from both cameras, we set the GPIO signal high in the PIT interrupt handler and set the signal
low when the final A/D value is stored in a global variable. Our A/D conversion was about
1.05ms which made sense with the pulse width that we obtained.
The values we obtained in the ping pong buffers were used for edge detection of the
track. We calculated all the slopes from all the buffer values using slope = (buffer[i1] 
buffer[i+1]) / 2 . Then, we looked for the index containing the greatest slope because we knew
there would be a slope in between the white portion and the dark portion when the camera sees
the edge of the track. The slope index would help us distinguish what portion of the track was
white or black from our cameras. Any values past the index of where the greatest slope was
considered white and any values behind the slope value were considered black.

Caption: Slope Threshold Method Visual
We tried three different camera heights of one inch, two inches, and three inches away
from the surface at different angles (30, 45, 60 degrees). The configuration that we thought
worked best was between three and four inches at an angle of 60 degrees to account for shadows.
The cameras are highly sensitive to shadow. If the camera detects even the slightest of dark area,
it will analyze it incorrectly and veer off the track.
When we started testing the car for the checkoffs and competition, we ran into a lot of
camera problems. The first thing we did was mount the cameras on a plexiglass attached to a
couple metal poles. We wanted the cameras to be adjustable in all directions so we screwed the
cameras on hinges that would allow for the camera to look up and down. This was only sufficient
for the first check off. After a while, the glass was not as sturdy as we had hoped. So, we decided
to get rid of the glass and just stick with the 2 metal poles. The poles gave more leeway for the
cameras to face outward and detect the edges better.

As you can see from the pictures in the Appendix, the cameras were able to move freely
up and down and side to side. This method was sufficient for checkoff two, however, the hinges
were too flimsy that the cameras would move or fall down every time they crashed.
So, we went back to ace hardware and bought a wooden dowel to widen the camera
angles. Having the wooden stick allowed us to spread the cameras more wide and grab better
data from the edges of the track. This seemed to work the best for us and gave us camera
readings that were much more clear and precise. See appendix for pictures of various designs.

Servo Control (Jasper Siu)
Our car used a closed loop feedback system to control the car’s servo. The values that we
read through the camera are used to feedback information to the plant, in this case, our servo.
The main value that controls our servo is the PulseWidth (PW1) value. To control the servo, we
first implemented a proportional controller.
After converting the camera readings into an array of 128 values classified as lights and
darks, we compared the quantity between the two cameras. With calibrated camera positions, the
amount of lights and darks at the center are equal on both cameras. As the car moves to the left,
the left camera will see an increased number of dark values and the right will see the center of
the track, hence more light values. Our algorithm for our servo control utilized the difference
between the number of lights and darks from each camera. The difference was the error value
should be around zero to straighten and center our car, otherwise our car would turn depending if
the error was positive or negative. For the proportional controller, we took the error and
multiplied it by Kp. The Kp value was set to a value that was high enough that enabled the car to
reach hard lefts and rights 3000 and 6000 respectively. The servo is configured so that 4500 sets

the wheels straight. The error value also works in place so that if there is a discrepancy of whites
that the two cameras see, the error value will be negative or positive. This works so that when the
error multiplied by the Kp is added to the initial servo value of 4500 it will turn the servo left or
right. This Kp value helped overall amplify the error which helped turn the car enough and even
reach the max servo values if needed. The Kp value needed to be tuned according motor speeds,
but for our competition 2 we set it to 12, which we derived through track testing and trial and
error.
Next, we implemented a derivative controller. The derivative controller is used to
preempt what will happen next and help anticipate hard turns. To use derivative control, we
looked at the previous error values and calculated the slope. During hard turns, there would be an
increasing error due to the change in light and dark values and thus, the slope of the errors would
change as well. Our algorithm would store the previous error values in a moving array called
“ErrArr” and we use the error values to calculate a slope. This slope value would then be
multiplied by a Kd value. The slope equation we used is,
D(n) = k d[E(n) + 3E(n − 1) − 3E(n − 2) − E(n − 3))/6T ]
, where our sample speed (T) was .04 seconds. Our k d value needed to be adjusted according to
different servo speeds but the number it is set to is 1, through knowing our T value as well as
from trial and error on the track. The entire derivative calculation which we named DerivPortion
was then also added to the neutral servo position. Our final equation was
P W 1 = ((lightcount1 − lightcount2) * 12) + 4500 + DerivP ortion .
The derivative portion helped with sharp turns and would help the car overturn slightly which
helped the car steer back to the middle of the track when coming too fast into a turn and position

the cameras to read the next future values. In addition to the sharp turns it helped on the hills.
Our car would be coming out very fast off of the hills, but the derivative allowed the car to still
make the turn at high speeds..
To prevent the car from being too sensitive to the slightest of turns, we also implemented
a deadband region. In the deadband region, which the physical region was a few centimeters to
the left and right of the car when placed dead center, we set the servo to hold at a constant value.
We found the deadband region mathematically by saying any difference of our light and dark
values were very small, (in our case 10), then it would leave the car straight.
We had considered implementing integral controller. However, integral if not tuned
precisely could lead to oscillations, which was already a problem we had not completely
eliminated from our existing car, and we did not want to provoke it further.

Custom PCB and Competition II Setup (Jason Woo)
For our custom PCB, we first started by watching multiple online tutorials to get
acquainted with how to use Eagle Cadsoft. Then we started by looking at the FRDMTFC
Schematic that was provided. From there we started to use Eagle to put the different parts on a
board. The main components included were the line scan camera interfaces, potentiometers,
switches, battery, and the MAX620 with the Hbridge.

The schematic closely follows the

schematic that was provided in Smartsite. We separated each part and labeled individual headers
and pins so that we could see them in layout mode. It was important to use components in the
schematic that would give us what we wanted in layout form. For instance many of the switches,
potentiometers, and passive components (capacitor, resistors) had many different options. We
had to choose the one that would give us the best fit in the layout mode.

In layout mode, we tried to keep the pinouts (TFC Shield) that were going to be used as
far as possible from the motor control portion. In our schematic we put these pinouts at the
“top” of the board while the IC/diodes were at the “bottom” of the board. We placed the passive
components on the “sides” of the board and tried to configure the board kind of like our original
TFC shield with the potentiometers and switches in the middle of the board. The most useful
function was the “ratnest” function and autorouter. Since we were using a free student version
the autorouter wasn’t as nice as the other versions. However, it still set traces nicely and the
ratnest function was very helpful. We set the grounds to a common ground in layout. Once
connected, the VBattery would also be the common ground for our whole car setup.
The most challenging aspect of using Eagle was getting use to the software initially. For
most of us, it was the first time using a PCB design software. Originally, we tried twice to draw
the headers using the regular draw rectangle function that was under the draw tab. It wasn’t until
we rewatched tutorials and asked the professor that we realized you had to use the libraries and
look up individually the passive and active components. The hardest components to find were
some of the active ones such as the MAX620 IC as well as some of the connectors. You had to
type out the whole component name that was part of the schematic or else it wouldn’t show up in
the libraries provided by Eagle. We tried to find some of the parts online in forums that had
perhaps made the components that we were looking for, such as the battery header or the IC we
were looking for, but those were not very helpful. We eventually just resorted to looking back
into the libraries provided and found all the parts we needed.
For competition 2, we were not able to get our design to the PCB manufacturers in time.
Therefore, we decided to implement our design using a small breadboard, the lab 8 motor control

board, and the freedom board. We looked up the same schematic (TFC shield schematic) to wire
the breadboard as an interface for switches and potentiometers. Originally we used our old lab 8
motor control board but when we tested it the first time we fried a trace line on both the TFC
shield and motor control board. That’s when we realized it was because we were not using a
voltage regulator that was needed to supply 5V to both devices correctly. We originally thought
we could just use the 5V that was supplied through one of the pins on the freedom board. After
that we decided that instead of using a TFC shield we would use the breadboard so that we could
also implement a 5 V regulator. Refer to the appendix for the PCB schematic and layouts.
The hardest part was the actual wiring of these three boards together. There were many
complications and it took three times to finally wire it correctly. Originally, we used old wires
from old classes but found out these connections were terrible. The car would sometimes
respond well but it was very inconsistent. We switched from these wires to the wires that were
in the 195 lab room (thick, insulated wires) and this change made the car work exactly as it did in
competition 1. We also found that our cameras were switched and the motor made the wheels
run backwards but were prepared for that difficulty and knew that you just had to switch the
leads. Testing the car was more difficult with this setup compared to competition 1 because the
track was more challenging. The new setup took up a lot more space and had many wires that
could jostle when loose and thus took a longer time to test for a combination that ran through the
whole track.

Speed Control (Christopher Chan)

Speed Control is very important because it will vary the car’s speed at different portions
of the track to minimize the overall time it takes for the car to complete race. We used
potentiometers that will set a pulse width to drive the DC motors. This determined the speed of
the car. During the first competition, we left our car at a constant speed. However, we realized
we needed to make our car faster without it steering off the track during a turn or after a hill. As
a result, we implemented speed control and we did so by increasing or decreasing the pulse
width driving the DC motors. Overall, our design uses the braking of one wheel and the increase
of the pulse width of the other DC motor to effectively make sharp turns while maintaining a
high speed during straight paths.
We controlled our car using a unipolar PWM, driving one side of the HBridge with a
PWM signal and the other with a GPIO output set at logic high or low. Although we knew we
could have controlled our DC motors with bipolar PWM, we decided not to ensure that our car
would not go reverse during any part of the race. The tracks had many sharp turns and one
difficulty we ran into was going into a ninety degree turn after coming down from a hill,
especially at higher speeds. In order to solve this issue, we implemented torque vectoring. When
the cameras detected a sharp turn, we turned off one of our DC motors, thus braking a wheel and
reducing the current going through one of the DC motors. We made it so that only the outermost
wheel would still be moving and the car would pivot on the stopped wheel, allowing our car to
make a sharper turn. At even higher speeds, we would increase the speed of the DC motor that is
still on to make even sharper turns. The speed of both the wheels would return after the cameras
detected a straight portion of the track and the servo straightened out.

Caption: This code is an example of us increasing the speed of one DC motor while shutting
off the other DC motor (Torque Vectoring). As the car straightens back out after a turn by
analyzing our error, we return the speed originally set by our potentiometer. These values
are updated in the TPM0_IRQHandler. We chose to add the number 86 to our Pulse
Width value through trial and error as it seemed to work best after the hill.

However, that came with a trade off because occasionally our servo would oversteer,
causing us to occasionally go into the next part of the track crooked. Sometimes it would still

continue in the correct portion of the track while other times it would steering off to another
portion of the track. But this wasn’t as big of an issue for us as it happened infrequently. Also,
this made our turning mechanism a bit choppier and going into a straight path our car would
oscillate for a meters until eventually the PD controller was able to mostly straighten out the
position of our car with a slight oscillation. However, these were disadvantages were eventually
improved through implementing a better derivative control. It helped us come into and out of
turns better which worked well in accordance to our speed control.
This torque vectoring technique worked very well with the TFC shield, but we were not
able to perfect it in time for competition one. However, for the Freescale Cup we will be sure to
implement this technique in our car. When installed the custom motor PCB on our wheel did not
brake as quickly as we intended it to do so. A speculation we had for this issue was because the
custom motor PCB consisted of a flyback diode in parallel with the DC motor. The flyback diode
allowed the current to dissipate but since it was in parallel with the DC motor, it would take time
for some of the current to dissipate due to the motor inductance. This caused the motor to
gradually lose speed for a second or two before fully coming to a stop. The TFC shield had a
transistor in parallel with the DC motor which current flowed through. Having this allowed the
DC motor to brake faster on the TFC shield. For now, this is our own speculation. For the future
competitions, we will try to prove our hypothesis and use our custom PCB that we designed.
With it, hopefully we can get our DC motors to brake faster.

Caption: Single DMOS DCMotor Control Circuit. DC motor with flyback diode.

III. Design and Performance Summary
For the first competition, we were only allowed three tries to get around the track
successfully. The first complete time was then recorded. Our main objective was to consistently
design the car to run around the course completely. The weekend prior to competition, we had
our car running very smoothly but had no implementation of any other controller, besides
proportional. Since it was running consistently, we decided to implement a derivative controller
and torque vectoring. When we tried implementing these new concepts, our car became
decreasingly reliable. It would consistently veer off the track or while crossing an intersection
turn unexpectedly. So, after countless hours of testing, we decided to revert back to our original
code that lacked the derivative and torque vectoring controller just so we could .

After the first competition, we once again began to implement the derivative in our
controller. As we worked on it, we saw our car improve vastly. We began to implement torque
vectoring into our car as well. Things went smoothly until we removed the TFC Shield and
installed our motor PCB. Response times were slower and torque vectoring did not work as well
as we hoped. The week before the competition, we tried to work with our adjusted
circumstances. Unfortunately, come Competition 2, we were not able to tune our car to a fast
speed. There were concepts that we wanted to implement but the probability of failure was too
high. During competition day we had to revert to a “safer” code and turn our motor speed down.
In the end, we did not perform as well as we hoped during the competition, but we have acquired
knowledge that we can use in future Freescale competitions.
After our two quarters of design and testing, we found some things that we could have
changed. We realized our torque vectoring technique was not effective as we hoped it to be
during competition two. This is because we used the custom motor PCB instead of the TFC
shield and upon testing, we realized that the DC motor controlling our wheel did not shut off as
fast as we expected it to shut off. Therefore, this significantly slowed down the speed at which
our car could go because torque vectoring helped us make sharper turns at faster speeds. Next
time, we would make our own motor control PCB similar to the TFC shield uses so our motors
could shut off faster and so we would not have to compromise any speed for the Natcar
competition. We hope the PCB we made will do work as planned in future competitions. Also,
we would use the NTSC cameras because the imaging for the NTSC is much more clear than the
line scan camera. This would help us get more distinct value readings, making our edge detection

method more accurate. This would also clean up all the wiring from our car since we used the
custom motor control from Lab 8.

IV. Safety
During the construction of our car, we tried to follow safe lab practices. When we were
operating the drills and soldering iron we made sure to use goggles and to turn off the iron when
we were done using it. Other things we did to practice safety is to cleanly strip our wires so that
not a lot of live wire showed for the second competition when we had to use a small breadboard
for our switches, potentiometers, and the voltage regulator. Originally we had used thin wires
from a past lab but decided to switch these for the thick red insulated wires that were provided in
lab for noise control. We connected all the ground pins to the common ground of the battery.
The last thing we did was to ask for help when we needed materials that we didn’t know how to
handle. For instance, when we needed plexiglass we made trips to ACE Hardware to ask them to
cut pieces that we needed. Our car design changed as the quarter went on, as we found better
camera placements and sturdier frames, so we made extra trips to ACE to ask them to cut us
material.
On the car itself, we made sure the add a bumper that was a thick sponge so that when we
hit things the car’s camera placements and frame wouldn’t be too damaged. The sponge was
thick enough to absorb the collision. When we were testing the car, we tried to follow safe
practices by making sure that we didn’t run the car in the opposite direction as the other people
that were testing their cars and only tried another direction when the track was free. We also
made sure to follow the car in case another car was going in the opposite direction so that we

could catch ours and avoid unnecessary collisions. The last thing we did was to completely stop
our car after it sees a prolong duration of black so that the car wouldn’t run off the track
incessantly. If both cameras saw all black we turned off the DC motors.

V. Appendixes

Pictures of schematic and layout included for both competition 2 and PCB:
PCB schematic:

PCB layout:

Pictures of various camera designs:

